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INSTALLING A HEARING LOOP IN 

YOUR HOME… or…

Instructor

“Loop’n Lou” Touchette
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What is Hearing Loop? 

The “loop” is a wire routed around a room. Anyone 

within the “Loop” wearing a telecoil equipped 

hearing aid or using a Loop Receiver will hear 

what is transmitted by the loop amplifier. 

The telecoil senses this energy field. The computer 

function of your hearing aid converts this energy 

back into “corrected” audible sound. 
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Hearing aid or CI Processor with a Telecoil
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Looping a Room
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Loop Layout
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Loop Amplifier (Rear View)
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What wire size to use

(Use the manufacturers recommendations or 

use these general rules)

• Wire up to 80’ in length, use AWG 22 gauge

• Wire 80 to 120’ in length, use AWG 20 gauge

• Wire 120 to 200’ in length, use AWG 18 gauge 

• Wire can be bought at Electrical supply stores
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Installation of wire

1. How high above the floor should a loop wire be 

located?

Ideally the wire should be at the floor or 8’ above (4’ above 

or below the hearing aid of a seated person). Any higher 

than 8’ a drop in signal strength may be noted. In order to 

keep signal strength uniform, the wire should always be 
maintained at the same height around the room.
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Installation of wire (cont’d)

2. What different ways can a loop wire be installed?

• The loop wire can be run overhead attached to the 

ceiling or wall at the joint line.

• It can be run around the baseboard and routed up over 

doorways or under carpet.

• Placed in the ceiling of the floor below

• Placed under an area rug. 

•In any installation the wire will complete a loop before 

being attached to the amplifier. 
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Installation of wire (cont’d)

3. How do I run the loop wire around the 

baseboard?

• The loop wire can be run above the baseboard or 

tucked under it. 

• At doorways you can route the wire up and over the 

door frame or under the threshold. If the floor is 

carpeted, you can use a box knife to cut a 1” slit in the 

carpet and run the wire under the carpet to the other 

side of the doorway (fish tape, or a coat hanger 

straightened out with a loop on each end can be used 

as a needle.)
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Installation of wire (cont’d)

4. Can I paint my loop wire?

• Many people have painted the loop wire to 

match their wall color. This does not harm the 

wire or affect the quality of your signal strength.

• Loop wire comes in about six basic colors with 

white being the most popular.
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Installation of wire (cont’d)

5. Things to avoid

• Never run a loop wire near or against a metal 

object for more than a few feet as metal can suck 

up some of the loop signal strength.
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6. Can I “Mute” a loop?

Small loop amplifiers do not come with a muting 
capability. If you want to mute commercials, you 
can buy a “Wireless Lamp Switch” (about $10 at 
Home Depot). Plug the loop amplifier into it and 
using the included remote control, turn off the 
loop during commercials.
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Connecting a Wireless Microphone
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Loop Pad Kit
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• Loop pads (aka “Chair” pad) are great when a room design is such that a 

loop wire cannot be installed. The pad is placed under a chair so a person 

can hear while seated above it. The “pad” can be used when traveling 

(offering portability).



Using Loop Pad instead of Loop Wire
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Non-standard connections

TV’s without RCA “Audio Out” jacks.

• Attach flat-round microphone to the front of the TV speaker 

grill. Plug into the microphone jack on the loop amplifier.

• If using a cable box, satellite receiver, TIVO or DVR, use 

the Red and White RCA “Audio Out” jacks 

• If the TV has an earphone jack, you can use it, but it will 

mute the sound from the TV’s speakers.

• Some newer HDTV’s require use of Digital-Audio-

convertors (DAC).
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Digital Optical to Analog Converters
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Adjusting the loop signal strength

• Sit in your favorite chair chair then have 

someone adjust loop volume to a comfortable 

level for you. (Give thumbs up for more volume 

or thumbs down for less)

• For best sound (Highs, mid range and bass) a 

pleasant 50-50 blend of loop and TV volume 

should be obtained.
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Common questions

1. I can hear the loop when I’m in an adjacent 

room. Why is this?

What you are experiencing is referred to as   

“Spillover.” The range can vary but it is rare that 

you’ll notice this beyond about 4 to 6 feet

outside of the loop. 
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Common questions

2. I have to cock my head up or down to hear 

the loop. Why is this?

Hearing aid manufacturers install telecoils in any 

open space they can find within the hearing aid. 

The orientation of your telecoil may be tilted and 

is most likely causing this to happen…... ie 

Cochlear America N5 and N6 processors
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Common questions

3.  I have my home loop set at a comfortable level, but 

when I go to different looped public locations, the 

volume is always either  too low or too high. Why the 

difference?

Public places are required to have the loop volume set to an 

international standard of zero plus or minus three decibels. 

In newer digital hearing aids the telecoil volume can be 

adjusted by your hearing professional so that you hear in 

those public places.  After being adjusted, readjust your 

home loop again so it is comfortable for you.
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Common questions

4. Can I take my loop system with me when I 

travel?

Absolutely! Some loop amplifiers have optional 

“Loop Pads” that have a long cords on them. You 

can take your amplifier with you and use it in motel 

rooms … or. Uncoil the loop pad and place under 

you’re a pillow, bed or chair. Then connect the RCA 

patch cord or use a microphone to hear the TV. 
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Common questions

5. I often have company and have a hard time 

hearing them. Can I somehow use my loop to 

hear them when they are speaking?

There are both lapel and wireless microphones 
that can be plugged into most loop amplifiers. 
Simply have your guest(s) speak into the 
microphone and you’ll be able to hear them 
through the loop.
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Common questions

6. Can I connect my telephone to the loop 

system?

Yes, there are several types of Telelink Adapters 

available that will work well with the loop. This is 

an excellent invention. There’s also a suction 

cup microphone that can be suctioned to the 

handset and connected to the amplifier.
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Telelink Adapter
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This type will work 

with cordless tele-

phones, also.
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Works with a single

telephone, only.



Common questions

7. Can I use my loop system in my Recreation 

Vehicle (RV) or automobile?

Loop amplifiers can be installed in both RV’s and 

automobiles. Use an optional DC adapter to plug 

into the cigarette lighter receptacle. 

Don’t buy multiple loop amplifiers. Just share the 

one from your home with the RV or automobile as 

needed. 
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Common questions

8. Will “BlueTooth” work with a loop??

- BlueTooth is a wireless technology that works 

independently of a loop.

- To use it for TV, connect a cord from the TV audio 

out to the BlueTooth streamer (basically, it’s a 

wireless transmitter).

- HOWEVER, Some BlueTooth microphones have 

telecoils that will allow listening through a loop.
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Troubleshooting

Causes of EMI (buzzing sound in the loop)

•Fluorescent lighting ballasts

•Light rheostats(dimmers)

•Cathode Ray Tube (CRT) older TV’s/monitors

NOTE: Newer HDTV’s do not emit Electro 

Magnetic Interference (EMI). To test for EMI, turn 

on your telecoil and walk around the room 

listening for any buzz or humming sounds..
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Thank you for attending this class!

• NOTE: 

• There’s a MAJOR shortage of home loop/Small area 
installers  across America. Perhaps HLAA should offer 
more of these looping classes to the public.

• Many sources for buying looping equipment can be 
found on the Internet.
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Where can I purchase Assistive 

Listening Devices ( ALD’s)

http://www.harriscomm.com/

https://adcohearing.com/

http://www.lssproducts.com/

Or, 
You’ll find these above sites and more if you just GOOGLE search 

specific items such as “Loop Equipment, PockeTalker, Telelink 

Adapter, FM Systems, Headphones, Neckloops, Microphones, 

etc…”



QUESTIONS?
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